
Tasteful Times For Railex
Projects Records Storage

The beautiful new purpose-designed Headcorn Surgery in the Weald of
Kent is the latest location to reap the multiple benefits of the highly
respected Rollastor mobile filing and storage system from Railex Projects,
for the accessible and secure storage of patients notes. As required by
the Care Quality Commission (CQC). Formerly situated in a converted old

house nearby the new premises were proudly
opened in January 2014.The result could be
perceived as a model of its kind with a tasteful
modern exterior style which also manages to blend
in to the natural surroundings combined with a
professional efficient interior serving staff and
patients alike and including a smart Pharmacy. 
The well proven Railex Projects Rollastore concept is
based on storage units aligned in bays which glide
along tracks set in to a floor based plinth which
doesn’t impact on the building structure.The bays
can simply be opened or closed by virtue of neat
intuitive handwheels and locked as required. This
installation consists of 10 bays which are all back-
sheeted and are 2125mm high x 1000mm wide x
400mmdeep. The units are fitted with multi-
purpose Duo shelves and the 8000 patients Lloyd
George format notes are retained within 560

protective Medifile trays. All exposed backs and end sections have steel
decorative panels fitted for visual benefit and the total linear filing
capacity is an impressive 213 linear metres. This allows scope for general
storage and future expansion. 
All of which amounts to plenty of praise from Julia Holloway of the
Headcorn Practice.
“ We did a stirring job in our previous cramped surroundings and with
heavy old traditional cabinets and the new location is very exciting with
disabled access and more rooms and services offered. Sometimes it was
difficult to find a spare desk and the Practice Manager did a very
thorough appraisal of eveyrting we needed especially the new advanced
Railex Projects filing system. It has turned out to be the perfect choice.
Very simple and comfortable to use it meets all of the requirements and
works brilliantly well.  I truly thought it would take much much longer
then it actually did to install and implement. I also like the flexibility of
the design and notably it encourages the staff to be neat and tidy. They
take pride in it and enjoy the
saving of space and time. And a
major significant benefit from
the doctors point of view is that
we can simply and quickly prune
and clarify the records so that
they are always up to date and
at hand. We have already had a
visit from an impressed colleague
at the Marden surgery who is
going to place an order! ” .
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